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Part I

HOW TO MAXIMIZE WHAT YOU HAVE
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CHAPTER ONE

YOUR FLIGHT PLAN

An amazing thing, the human brain.  Capable of understanding incredibly

complex and intricate concepts.  Yet at times unable to recognize the obvious and simple.

Some true examples:

Ice cream was invented in 2000 BC.  Yet it was 3,900 years later before someone

figured out the ice cream cone.

Meat was on the planet before humans.  Bread was baked in 2600 BC.

Nevertheless, it took another 4,300 years for somebody to put them together and create

the sandwich.

And the modern flush toilet was invented in 1775, but it wasn t until 1857 that

somebody thought up toilet paper.

Once these obvious connections have been made, they seem so obvious.  So

evident.  We can t believe we didn t see them sooner.

An endless number of these unmade connections exist to this day, especially in

the business world.  You are surrounded by simple, obvious solutions that can

dramatically increase your income, power, influence and success.  The problem is, you

just don t see them.

I m going to show you how to recognize the income and success increasing

connections that are all around you.  I will give you proven strategies and detailed

examples of how to leverage those strategies so you can turn them into greater income,

respect, power and success.  And when you do, your life will never be the same.
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Much of this book is focused on how you can improve your business life and

career.  But the strategies also work in virtually any area of your life where you need to

persuade others to accept your position or ideas.

They show you how to become a leader.  A person who holds a position of

respect and influence.

They show you how to get what you want.  And how to get what you want in a

totally ethical and honorable way.

I have included over 200 specific examples of how people have successfully

implemented these strategies into their business lives and careers. Several of these

examples are outside the business world. But it is important that when you read these

strategies and examples, you focus on how they can be successfully applied to all areas of

your life.

You re about to begin a wonderful journey. You re going to learn that you have

hidden assets, untapped opportunities and overlooked possibilities that are not producing

maximum results for you. That is going to change.

You ll be shocked at how truly easy this is going to be.  Too good to be true?  It s

not.  Let me take just one seemingly huge, complicated, income-increasing problem and

show you how truly easy and simple it is to solve.

Did you ever wonder how many ways there are to increase your business?  100

ways?  200 ways?  500 ways?  It can be intimidating to merely know where to start.
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I have good news — there are only three ways to increase your business:

1. Increase the number of clients.

2. Increase the average size of the sale per client.

3. Increase the number of times clients return and buy again.

Only three.  It s significantly less daunting if you only have to focus on three

categories.  In fact, it s easy.  Let s take a simple example.

• Calculate your number of clients.

• Figure the average amount they spend on each transaction/sale

• Determine how often they make a purchase in a year.

Let s say you have 1,000 clients.  They average $100 per transaction/sale.  And

they make two purchases in a year.

# of Clients Transaction Value Per Client  Transaction Per Year   Total Income

     1,000      x                        $100                 x                   2              =   $200,000

But look what happens if you increase these three numbers by just 10%.

# of Clients Transaction Value Per Client  Transaction Per Year   Total Income

     1,100      x                        $110                 x                   2.2           =   $266,200

A mere 10% increase across the board expands your income by 33.1%.

A 25% increase in these categories nearly doubles your income to $390,625.

Very simple.  But the results can be overwhelming.  Focusing on this simple formula is

just one small way people easily do increase their incomes or grow their businesses by

100%, 200% or more.

Let s get a little more specific.  Here are a few examples of how various

companies have increased their numbers in these three vital categories.
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HOW TO INCREASE YOUR NUMBER OF CLIENTS:

I have a client whose income curve was stagnant.  It doesn t matter what they

sold.  Pretend it s your product or service.  This company had a compensation program

that paid the sales people 10% of the profit.  So, if the company made $1,000 profit on a

sale, the sales person would get $100 and the company would get $900.

I had them calculate:

• What the average new client is worth to them in dollars each time they buy.

• How many times that client will buy from them each year.

• How many years the average client will be with them.

It turned out the first sale, on average, resulted in about $200 profit for the

company.  Of that, $20 went to the salesman or woman, $180 to the company.  On

average, the client bought five times a year for three years.  So basically, each time that

company got a new client, they were receiving $3,000 in cumulative profits.

My solution:  Instead of giving the sales people 10% of the profit on a sale to a

new, first time client, give them 100% of the profit of the first sale.

The company management s response:  You re insane!

I smiled pleasantly and went on to explain that as long as their sales people

maintained sales from existing clients at past levels or above, give them 100% of profit

on the first sale for every new client they bring in.  They ll be ten times more motivated

to sell new clients.  And every time they bring in a new client, the sales person makes an

additional $200, but the company makes an additional $2,800.

The company implemented the plan and sales tripled in nine months.

and they said they were sorry for calling me insane.
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HOW TO INCREASE THE SIZE OF THE SALE PER CLIENT:

General Motors, Honda, Ford, etc. will sell you a new car for $24,995.  Have you

ever paid just the advertised price?  Or do you buy a few extra items, like a radio, air

conditioning, security system, sunroof, warranty package or financing?

Despite our good intentions, when we go out to dinner many of us up the value of

our transaction when the waiter shows us the wine list, and later that damned dessert tray.

HOW TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF SALES PER CLIENT:

Stockbrokers offer occasional I.P.O. s to select clients.

Clothing stores, auction houses, jewelry stores and others hold private by

invitation only  sales events for preferred clients.

Airlines offer frequent flyer miles.

Miles Laboratories published a small cookbook filled exclusively with hot and

spicy recipes, and they gave it away for free.  Why?  Miles Laboratories is the maker of

Alka-Seltzer.

These aren t just random, unrelated business-increasing anecdotes.  Each example

represents a well thought-out, documented, income-increasing principle or leveraging

strategy.  And you are about to learn them all.

BUT I M NOT IN SALES AND DON T HAVE CLIENTS

You might be thinking, my business responsibilities don t include clients and

selling.  I m in the accounting/human resources/quality-control/M.I.S./production

department.

Think again.  The fact is, everyone is in sales.  Whatever area you work in, you do

have clients  and you do need to sell.   They are frequently referred to as the internal
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client.   Your internal client might be the head of your department and you need to sell

him or her on your project, your proposal, your promotion, your perspective, your value

or your raise.  Your clients might be the people who work under you, and you need to sell

them on giving you their best, focused, thoughtful work.  Your clients might be people in

other departments who could aid you in your area of responsibility. Or vendors, other

complimentary companies or future employers.

When you read the phrase selling your product or service,  don t just think in

terms of the product or service your company sells, but also your individual and

intangible personal product or service  -- you.   And understand that you need to sell

you  and your ideas in order to advance your career, gain more respect, and increase

your success, influence and income.

And these strategies can be applied to areas not considered traditional business

activities.  For instance, if you re a teacher and you need to persuade the principal or

school board to accept your proposal or plan, these strategies apply.

These strategies can be used to increase the success in your personal life.  If you

work with charity groups, community organizations or service clubs you frequently need

to convince others that your approach, program or solution is the correct one and should

be implemented.  These strategies will help you make that sale.   They will enable you

to reach your persuasion or selling goals in many areas or your life.  You will gain

confidence by knowing the best and most effective ways to cause people to follow your

lead.

These strategies are designed to raise you above your competition no matter who

your competition is.  If you work for a corporation, you have your company s
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competition — another corporation.  But you also have your personal competition — the

person in the office down the hall who you are competing against for the next big

promotion.  Or the guy who just sent his resume in to Personnel and wants your job.

RECOGNITION, RESPECT & A BIG OFFICE

Understanding and applying the strategies you are about to learn will lead to

increased company revenues and increased personal success and income for you.

But there will also be other rewards along the way.

Realize this hard fact:  the people above you (bosses, management and

organization leaders) want one thing most of all — they want solutions to problems.

Solutions that make them look good and help them achieve their goals.  They want the

people who report to them to be problem solvers.  These strategies will give you those

solutions and turn you into a problem solver.  Employers will kill for problem solvers.

A good idea is a good idea no matter where it comes from.  And when you come

up with that good idea you will be rewarded, perhaps not with an immediate increase in

income, but the rewards will be greater recognition, respect, more influence, a promotion,

a title, or a larger office.  All of which lead to  increased income.

THE UNIVERSAL SOLUTIONS

Can these income-increasing strategies and principles really apply to all

industries, all people, and virtually all situations?  Absolutely.

Let me tell you about two people, each working in the same industry.   But only

one of the two has discovered how to multiply and maximize his talents.  A true, but very

extreme example:

Two men were mugged. Neither one was harmed.
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Mugger #1 took the man:s wallet and all his cash -- $85.

Mugger #2 had a different approach towards his :business.:  Mugger #2 took the

other man:s wallet and cash, $70, plus his watch and his Princeton class ring.  The watch

and ring were not expensive and had no real street value.

Ordinarily, that would be the end of the story.

But, two days later, man #2 walks out of his New York City apartment on his way

to the office.  He hears someone calling his name.  He turns, and there is the man who

mugged him, smiling and not at all threatening.

Mugger #2 asks the man if he would like his watch and Princeton ring back.  As

both items held great sentimental value to him, he said yes.  The mugger offered to sell

them back for $500.  The man only had $90 with him.  The mugger accepted the $90, but

instead of returning the watch and ring, he gave the man a receipt from a pawnshop.

Later that day the man went to the pawnshop and paid $80 to reclaim his watch and ring.

Mugger #1 made $85 cash.

Mugger #2, applying simple income-increasing strategies and uncovering hidden

assets, opportunities and possibilities, made $70 on the mugging, $60 by pawning the

watch and ring, and $90 by selling the pawn ticket to my friend.  Total income:  $220.

Yes, the income-increasing strategies you are about to learn can be used by all

people in any industry.

Mugger #2 was never a client of mine.  And I do not suggest that anyone go into this line of work.

But if you do, at least get all you can out of it.

AVOID THE COSTLY LEARNING CURVE

The philosophy of this book allows you to avoid the costly learning curve in

almost everything you do.  And that saves you time and money.  It enables you to run
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rings around all of your competitors before they ever figure out what you did to them.  It

virtually guarantees you greater success and multiplied profits from every business-

building step you ever take.

I m referring to the process of borrowing success practices from other industries

and applying them to yours.

Most people I meet have spent virtually their entire life in one basic business or

industry.  Maybe you ve done that, too.  But when you spend all your life in one industry,

all you know well are the common success practices of just your industry.  You only

understand how people in your field market, sell, advertise or promote.  And almost

everyone in your industry probably markets, sells, advertises and persuades pretty much

the same way as everyone else.

Industrial manufacturers primarily use a field sales force.

Retailers basically just put ads in newspapers and the Yellow Pages.

Stockbrokers do virtually all their business by telephone.

Doctors, dentists and lawyers rely almost exclusively on referrals.

And so on, and so on, and so on.

When you limit your business to doing things the same way every other

competitor of yours does, you can only produce modest, incremental gains — at best.  At

worst, you could easily lose ground.

By helping you study and identify the fundamental principles that drive the

successes in hundreds of other industries, you ll be able to pick and choose the most

powerful, effective, state of the art breakthrough approaches to introduce to your

industry. An approach that s as common as dirt in one industry can have the power of an
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atomic bomb in an unrelated industry. I ll show you how to adapt those concepts to your

own specific situation.  And since you ll probably be one of the few, or only competitor

in your field using these breakthrough techniques, your results should multiply

immediately.  With little effort on your part, we should be able to engineer stunning

advances for your business, career, and life, and leave everyone else in your dust.

WHERE DO THESE STRATEGIES COME FROM?

Here are some examples where people took strategies from other industries.

Federal Express applied the banking industry s method of clearing checks

overnight to the overnight delivery of packages.  Banks send all checks to a central

processing point, then out to the appropriate branch.  FedEx adapted the hub-and-spoke

concept where every package went to a central location (Memphis, Tennessee), and then

was flown to its final destination.

A man named George Thomas was searching for an effective way for people to

apply deodorant.  He was very frustrated in his research for a solution until he realized he

was holding the answer right in his hand.  George borrowed the concept of the ballpoint

pen and created roll-on deodorant.

Dave Liniger, Founder of Re/Max Real Estate, grew his company to a billion

dollars in sales by using the 100% solution,  which lets sales people keep 100% of their

commissions while charging them a monthly fee for office facilities and equipment.  His

agents were making so much money, they rarely left.

The story is told that one day Dave went into his regular, three-chair barbershop.

The owner was lamenting how hard it was to keep good barbers.  They d leave and go
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into business for themselves.  Dave explained how his real estate company held on to

talent using the 100% solution.   The barber nodded politely.

The next time Dave was back and reached for his wallet to pay, the barber said,

This one s on me.  I took your advice and now we re a 100% solution barber shop.

The unanswered question in this story is this: where did Dave Liniger come up

with the 100% solution in the first place?  Did he create it himself, or did he get the idea

from another industry  like his previous barbershop?

WHAT YOU RE GOING TO LEARN

There are two categories of specific income-increasing strategies that you will

learn.  The first category: HOW TO MAXIMIZE WHAT YOU HAVE.

This section will show you how to get the most out of everything you already
have.

You will focus on the main barriers that cause people not to do business with you

and how you unknowingly limit and restrict your, results, success and income.  You will

learn strategies to break through those barriers.

You ll be able to apply these strategies to your existing situation and begin

increasing your success and income.  They will work for you almost immediately, and

they will continue to work for you at whatever heights you reach.

Once you understand those strategies, you ll be ready to use them in conjunction

with the second category of powerful income- and success-increasing strategies: HOW

TO MULTIPLY YOUR MAXIMUM.  You will apply the strategies in this section to

your career or business to create multiple sources of income.

Depending on any single approach for all your new clients and continuous

business is a disaster waiting to happen.
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A simple analogy:  If you re fishing and have one pole with one line in the water,

you will be able to catch only a limited number of fish.  But if you use ten poles and put

ten lines with ten different baits in the water at the same time, your fish catching potential

will significantly increase.

Many of the best prospects are accessed from multiple impact points which moves

them from curiosity to interest, all the way to action.  If you re attacking your market

from multiple positions and your competition isn t, you have all the advantage and it will

show up in your increased success and income.

These income multipliers will show you how to build a system of attracting new

clients and increasing business with current clients from multiple angles.

1 + 1  = 2. BUT, 1 + 1 + 1 = 10

You could apply many of these strategies and concepts as individual, free

standing strategies and they would, by themselves, produce significant results.  But that

would be a colossal mistake.  Combining several, if not all, of these strategies will

produce even greater results.  The whole will be greater than the sum of the parts.

Many of these strategies will be referred to in multiple chapters.  Several of these

strategies intertwine and, when combined, will not merely add to each strategy s

effectiveness.  Instead they will multiply your results several times over.  So I m going to

give you a quick overview of several of these strategies so you will start to think of them

not as individual, separate strategies, but as parts of the even more powerful whole.

HOW YOU THINK

No one is 100 times smarter than everyone else.  Few corporations today really

have any technical advantages over their competitors, nor does anyone really have any
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major manufacturing distribution or labor edge.  So why do certain super-achievers gain

levels of success so much higher than others?

In chapter #4 you will learn that they have a better philosophical strategy.  They

approach everyone they deal with in a totally different and more effective way than

everyone else does.  And frequently their strategy is hard for anyone else to figure out.

But you re about to learn it.

In this book, the word client  will be used instead of customer.   This is not

only to avoid the constant and cumbersome phrase of customers and/or clients,  but

because it helps define the meaning of the Strategy or Preeminence.

The Webster s Dictionary definition of these two, seeming identical words is:

Customer:  One who purchases a commodity or service.

Client: One who is under the protection of another.

The difference in the meaning is massive.  And there s a massive difference in the

way a person who does business with you could or should be treated.

If in your field these people are referred to as customers,  that s fine.  But

whatever you call them, always think of them as a client.

What exactly does under your protection  mean?  In this case it means that you

don t sell people a product or service just so you can make the largest one-time profit

possible.  You must understand and appreciate exactly what your clients need when they

do business with you — even if they are unable to articulate that exact result themselves.

Once you know what final outcome they need, you lead them to that outcome — you

become a trusted advisor who protects them.  And they have reason to remain your client

for a lifetime.
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For instance, a man who goes to a hardware store to buy a power drill doesn t

really need a drill — he needs holes.

He has a financial, emotional, logical or intellectual need for holes.  He might

think he wants a drill.  But it s your responsibility to determine the real truth and his real

need.  Your responsibility and opportunity is not to just sell him a drill.  You must figure

out how to satisfy his financial, emotional, logical or intellectual need for holes and make

sure the drill he buys from you will solve his problem and give him the exact holes he

needs.

Or maybe he thinks he wants holes, but when you find out that he needs to insert

rods in these holes, you realize that fasteners would work better than holes.  So you sell

the client some fasteners.  You have truly solved his problem.

You have also become a trusted advisor and a friend.  And you should think of

your clients as dear, valued friends.   The concept of viewing clients as valued friends

will appear frequently in this book and for good reason — it is the essence of the Strategy

of Preeminence and the lifeblood of a long lasting, rewarding and profitable relationship

for both you and your clients.  And you will learn that the value you provide to your

clients and everyone you deal with can be deeper, more meaningful and rewarding than

you ever realized.

The Royal Bank of Scotland issues two high-security check cashing cards to its

transvestite clients — one with a photo of them dressed as a man, and the other as a

woman.  A bank spokesman said:  If any cross-dressing clients go shopping dressed as a

woman, it s possible for them to have a second card so they can avoid embarrassment or

difficulties when paying by check.
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A man landed in jail following a drunken brawl during a Texas-Oklahoma

football game.  The next morning the Oklahoma judge set bail for $250, but the man was

far from his home in Dallas and knew no one in town.  The man pulled out his Neiman-

Marcus credit card.  He reached a Neiman-Marcus vice-president, who arranged for the

bail to be charged on his account, and the man was set free.

Once you understand how to think about the people you work with, we ll start

increasing your income and success

THE ONE AND ONLY YOU

In chapter #6 you ll learn why your clients buy from you instead of your

competitors.

If you don t know why this is, that means one of two things.  Either (a) you offer

a client a unique set of advantages or benefits, but you ve never identified them yourself,

or (b) you offer that client no unique advantage and you re just lucky as heck that you

have the business in the first place.  There s no basis upon which you re keeping it.  Any

time your competition wants to offer your client an advantage you don t, they can take

that client away from you.

To get your prospects and clients to see you or your business as offering them a

superior benefit or advantage that no other competitor offers them is the essence of

unique selling proposition (a USP ).

You must determine the most powerful benefit or advantage you can possibly

offer an existing or future client so it will be totally irrational for them to choose to do

business with anyone but you or your company.  And here s how you can do that.  You

identify what advantage or result your clients want the most.  You don t have to  change
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your product or service, but you have to position your product or service as having a

unique benefit they re not getting from your competitors.  And you don t offer it to your

clients subtly.  You incorporate the fact that you are now offering them this unique

advantage or benefit in everything you say and everything you do.  When you do this,

you clearly educate them so they see, appreciate and want to seize that advantage.

When Avis was struggling to come up with a marketing approach that would gain

them the market advantage, they needed a unique selling proposition that was very

powerful.  After all, Hertz was well ahead of them in size and market share.

What did Avis do?  They came up with the unique selling proposition, We re

number two.  We try harder.   They still rented cars just like Hertz, but they positioned

themselves as the company that would work harder, give better service and better rates.

And they made incredible progress and growth because of that USP.

Federal Express developed a USP that stated, When it absolutely, positively has

to be there.   When FedEx started using that USP, shipping companies were not

delivering packages overnight.  They weren t even guaranteeing when a package would

be delivered.  FedEx offered clients a unique advantage — that the package they needed to

ship would be delivered at the doorstep of the intended recipient by 10:30 a.m. the next

day.  Absolutely guaranteed.  Period.

Dennis Rodman was in the National Basketball Association for several years,

playing hard and posting impressive rebounding numbers.  But he received little publicity

and few, if any, endorsement contracts.  Then he created a USP for himself — bizarrely

bright, multi-colored hair and outrageous tattoos.  With that came notoriety and a fortune

in publicity and product endorsements.
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Once that you have a unique selling proposition and have given people a reason to

talk to you, what do you offer them?

NO RISK ALL REWARD

Two friends are each going to purchase the same product or service.  One is

leaning towards giving his business to Company A, the other to Company B.

I m buying from Company A because if something goes wrong, I know

Company A will take care of it quickly.

The other said, But if you buy from Company B, nothing will go wrong.

The first person replied, Yeah, but it might, and I don t want to have to worry

about it.

Chapter #7 will show you that whenever two parties come together to transact

business of any kind, one side is always asking the other (consciously or otherwise) to

assume more or all of the risk.  If you ask someone to take on all the risk, their first

inclination is not to buy.

You probably stand behind your product or service right now.  And if there s any

problem, you or your company will either fix it, replace it, or refund the client s money.

But you probably don t aggressively promote that philosophy.  In this chapter you will

learn how to do that with a strategy called risk reversal.

Your goal is to eliminate as much, if not all, of the risk in the transaction for your

client.  When you take away the risk, you lower the barrier to action and eliminate the

primary obstacle to buying.
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Aggressively let your clients know that if they are dissatisfied, you will give them

their money back, re-do the job at no charge, or whatever else it takes to demonstrate

your total, passionate commitment to their satisfaction.

Clients will take advantage of this risk reversal strategy and very seldom ask for

reimbursement.  But the offer will serve you 100% of the time.

Did you ever subscribe to a magazine or a newsletter and the reason you

subscribed was because they gave you a 30, 60 or 90-day, no-questions-asked, 100%

money-back guarantee?  Or even not ask you to pay up front?  That s risk reversal.

After Orville and Wilbur Wright became the first to conquer powered flight, they

used risk reversal when they contacted their congressman.  They wrote that they had a

plane fit for practical use, that could fly at a high speed, and that could land without

wrecking the structure.  They said, Don t send us one red cent!  Just sign the contract.

Give us your specifications for the desired machine, we will create it, and demonstrate it.

Only when that is done, do you pay.

You want a promotion.  Go to your supervisor and offer to work in the higher

position for 60 to 90 days at your current salary.  You can guarantee either that the

company will be completely satisfied or guarantee a specific level of performance or

result.  At the end of the trial period, they can make the promotion and raise official or

you ll return to your previous position.

As president of Chrysler, Lee Iaccoca took only a $1 annual salary and stock

options that would pay off only if he improved the company s bottom line.

Once you ve offered a risk-free opportunity and people are ready to do business

with you, what s the best thing and the right thing to sell them?
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BIGGER, BETTER AN HAPPIER

In chapter #8 you ll learn every time someone makes a purchase from you or your

organization, you have an opportunity to increase the size of that purchase.  And the

motive is benevolent, not self-serving.  It s not just to add to your short term profit.  It s

all about you helping your client get the optimal benefit or advantage out of the

transaction they re doing with you.

During the Great Depression, the Kraft company tried to market a low-priced

cheddar cheese powder, but the public wouldn t buy it.  It was a failure.  One St. Louis

sales rep, looking for a way to unload his allotment of the stuff, added individual

packages of the cheese powder onto boxes of macaroni.  He then offered grocers the

opportunity to sell them as one item, which he called Kraft Dinners.   When the

company found out how well they were selling, it made the dinners an official part of its

product line.

You have a responsibility and an opportunity to introduce every client you deal

with to all the alternatives they have available and to help them understand what their

objective is for buying your product or service in the first place.  And to help them

recognize that they have options they could be taking advantage of that could produce a

better result than the level they ll receive from the purchase they originally intended to

make.

In this chapter you will learn the concepts called add-ons and cross-selling.  By

add-ons,  I mean that you graduate the client to a larger or superior alternative product

or package of goods or services.  In other words, they may have been content coming in

to buy the standard, basic product or service.  And yet, by understanding what their
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intended use for that product or service is, you realize that the basic, standard purchase

can t possibly give the client the performance outcome they seek.  So you recommend a

larger, higher-quality or more sophisticated version of the product that you know will

give them a better result.  They don t have to buy it, but you have an obligation to

demonstrate to them the differences in performance and outcome they can expect to

receive and to make them an offer that gives them an incentive for considering trading

up.

A cross-sell is introducing to the client an additional product or service that will

add or increase the result of their transaction with you or your company.

Your clients will appreciate you for doing it.  Their lives or business will be better

for it.  Why?  They get a superior outcome.  And when they get greater results, they re

happier.  So, your goal in these transactions, when you re using either add-ons or cross-

sell, is to always offer your client alternatives — alternatives that perform better and which

are in your clients  best interests, not yours.

Mattel gets you to buy Barbie.  But Barbie only comes with the one outfit she s

wearing — tres gauche!  You add on more Barbie clothes, a Barbie car, a Barbie house.

But Barbie is lonely.  You buy a Ken for Barbie, and guess what?  Ken only comes with

the clothes he s wearing.

AT&T and other phone companies sell you a simple phone line.  Then call

waiting, voice mail, automatic call-back, a second line for a computer, a third line for a

security system, information number auto dial option, caller ID, a fourth line for a fax.

And now they re getting into the cable and computer information delivery systems.

These guys are good.
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No one is holding a gun to our heads to make us buy these added products and

services.  We purchase them because they give us the added results we want.

Increased income is a by-product of management s perception of your worth.

Find something that no one else in your company is doing (or doing well) and voluntarily

add it on to your responsibilities.

An added note to the Kraft Macaroni and Cheese innovation — how well did that

add-on strategy work in the long run?  Research has shown that today only 55% of

dinners served in homes in the U.S. include even one homemade dish.

So your Unique Selling Proposition got their attention, and risk reversal caused

them to buy, and add-ons and cross-selling gave them the best products or services to

solve their problem, but how do you know that s the best you can do?

TESTING  1,2,3 TESTING

Before Henry Ford would hire anyone for an important position, he would have

lunch with them.  If the potential employee would salt the food before tasting it, Mr. Ford

would not hire the person.  The reason?  Salting the food before tasting it indicated the

person would implement a plan before testing it — ergo, no job.

Chapter #9 teaches you to test everything.  It s simple and the payoff can be

enormous.  It s not at all unusual when you test and compare the effectiveness of one

approach against another for the superior approach to outperform the inferior one by as

much as ten or 20 times.

The selling approach you re currently using to sell your product or service could

be under-performing, delivering only a fraction what an alternative approach or strategy

might yield.  I ve seen people test different variables in their advertising, web sites, sales
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letters, live sales presentation, guarantees, USP and pricing points.  Increases of 500%,

1000%, 2000% have resulted just by changing from one approach to another.  In other

words, you might be producing only 1/5 of the results, sales, income or profits you could

be getting with the same or even less effort and cost.  Until you start testing different

responses and performance levels, you re leaving massive potential on the table.

One company that apparently didn t test enough is the maker of Excedrin.

Several years ago they ran a multi-million dollar, national advertising campaign showing

different, above-average headaches and assigning them numbers, like Excedrin

headache #9,  Excedrin headache #23,  etc., where Excedrin relieved the pain.

The campaign created great name recognition and was seemingly very successful.

But, in fact, sales went down.  The company later learned that people were aware of the

campaign and said that Excedrin was an excellent, stronger-than-average pain reliever.

And if they had a severe headache they would definitely take Excedrin.  But if they had

just an average headache, Excedrin was a stronger medication than they needed, so they

would take a milder pain reliever like aspirin.

The company could have saved millions of dollars and not lost market share had

they done one simple thing.  TEST.

Another international corporation that also apparently didn t test before they went

national was Coca-Cola.  They sparked a consumer revolt when they tried to replace

Classic Coke with New Coke.  A nearly disastrous idea that could have easily and

inexpensively been avoided by testing.

Was Henry Ford too extreme with his hiring policy based on salting food before

testing?  Maybe.  But, then again, Henry Ford was America s first billionaire.
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Once you understand these strategies -- the Strategy of Preeminence, developing a

USP, risk reversal, add-ons and cross-selling, testing and several others — you can easily

apply them to your current operation and gain increased revenue and income.  But then

we ll move into new territory — creating multiple sources of income.  Here comes the

really big money

PARTNERS IN PROFIT

Chapter #10 reveals how you can tap into millions of dollars of investment that

companies have made in their clients for decades, get those companies to direct all of

their clients to start doing business with you and your company, and have it cost you

nothing.

I call this concept Host-Beneficiary Relationships.  It s a simple process that s

based on utilizing existing goodwill and strong bonded relationships that other companies

already have established with people who are prime prospects for your product or service.

Duncan Hines was a traveling restaurant critic.  His book, Adventures in Good

Eating, a guide to restaurants along major highways, was so popular that his name

became a household word.  Hines  notoriety attracted the attention of Roy Park, a New

York Businessman who was looking for a way to promote his new line of baked goods.

He asked Hines to become a partner in the company, and Hines agreed.  Together they

formed Hines-Park Foods, Inc.  Their Duncan Hines line of cake mixes captured 48% of

the American cake mix market in less than three weeks.

Determine who in your marketing area is already selling to the clients you want to

be reaching, and who has their trust, respect and goodwill.  They would be selling

something that either goes before, goes along with, or follows the product or service that
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you sell to people.  Your product or service does not compete with their product or

service, but it complements it.

The moment you identify who these businesses are, you re almost all the way

home. All you have to do is contact those companies and make it easy and advantageous

for them to refer their clients to you.

If you work in a corporate structure the principles are the same.  For instance, if

you sell software for a company you could contact a salesperson who works for a

corporation that sells the computer hardware to the same client base and develop a

mutually beneficial relationship.

Why would companies be willing to do this?

Most companies and individuals would love to create new profit centers, but they

haven t the slightest idea of what they should be and how to start one.  You are perfectly

suited to be a joint-venture profit center for them.  If your product or service goes before,

with or after theirs, then obviously their product or service will go before, with or after

yours.

Visa and American Express have formed strategic alliances with airlines,

automobile manufacturers, oil companies and others that reward consumers for using

their particular credit card.

Sears and Roebuck made hundreds of millions of dollars by promoting Allstate

Insurance to their clients in their stores.

When major motion picture studios like Disney and Universal produce movies

aimed at the youth market they develop merchandising Host-Beneficiary Relationships

with fast food chains like McDonalds and Burger King.
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Perfume and makeup companies will hire and pay the salaries of the people who

work at the cosmetic counters in large department stores.  Some of the cosmetic

companies actually own  the cosmetic counter.

RECOMMENDED BY A FRIEND

In chapter #11 you ll see that most people and businesses spend all of their time,

effort and money on conventional marketing, advertising or selling programs when a

fraction of that effort, and virtually no expense, would get them many times the results if

they developed a formalized referral system.

It s probable that a large portion of your new clients actually come from direct or

indirect referrals right now.  But you probably have never put a formal referral system

into place.  In this chapter you will learn to do that.

You ve invested far too much in your business and clients, and the values and

benefits you provide are too important to allow all of the friends, co-workers, family

members and colleagues of your current clients to be denied access to you.

A formal client referral system will bring you an immediate increase in clients

and profit.  And it doesn t cost anything to implement it.

A referral-generated client normally spends more money, buys more often, is

more profitable and loyal than most other categories of business you could go after.  And

referrals are easy to get.  Referrals beget referrals.  They are self-perpetuating.

Every time clients deal with you in person, through your sales staff, by letter, e-

mail or on the phone, diplomatically ask them for client referrals.  But you must first set

the stage.
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Tell your clients that you enjoy doing business with them and that they probably

associate with other people like themselves who mirror their values and quality.  Since

they obviously know the exact people you prefer working with, you d like them to refer

their valued friends and associates to you.  If you acknowledge your clients  value and

importance to you, they ll be eager to reciprocate.

Then extend a totally risk-free, obligation-free offer.  Willingly offer to advise,

talk to or meet with anyone important to that client.  In other words, offer to consult their

referral without expectation of purchase, so your clients see you as a valuable expert with

whom they can put their friends or colleagues in touch.

If you do this with every client you talk to, sell, write or visit — and you also get

your key team members to do it as well — you can t help but get dozens, even hundreds,

of new clients.  I have seen business literally triple in six months when people used an

organized client referral process.

Charles Lamb once said, Don t introduce me to that man.  I want to go on hating

him, and I can t hate a man whom I know.   On a personal level a simple introduction by

a respected colleague to a prospective client, business associate or potential boss can have

the same effect as a referral or even an endorsement.

LOVE IS BETTER THE SECOND TIME AROUND

It can cost a small fortune to acquire a new client — but it costs almost nothing to

gain back an old client.

Chapter #12 shows you that clients stop buying for three basic reasons:

Reason one, they stop buying temporarily and just never get around to dealing

with you again.  Out of sight, out of mind.  A trite phrase, but very true.  Once you stop
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dealing with a company, no matter how valuable the product or service, you tend to fall

into a different buying pattern.

The second reason people stop dealing with a company is because they became

dissatisfied.  There are hundreds of reasons a client becomes unhappy and stops doing

business with a  company.  But the important thing to realize is that rarely did you

intentionally offend or dissatisfy that client.

The third reason is the client s situation has changed to the point they no longer

can benefit from your product or service.  This may seem like the end of the road with a

client in this position.  But that s not the case.  Even a client who may not be in a position

to do business with you can be a great source of additional income.  And you ll learn

how.

When you recognize that over 80% of all lost clients didn t leave for an

irreparable reason, you can instantly take action and get many — even most — of those

clients back.  And when they do come back, they tend to become one of your best, most

frequent and loyal client groups.

They also turn into your best single source of referrals.

THE WRITE AND WRONG WAY

How would you like to have 1,000 to 10,000 tireless salesmen and saleswomen

working around the clock, calling on the maximum number of the absolutely most

qualified prospects for your product or service — and never forgetting to make any selling

point or any closing argument?

Chapter #13 shows you how that ability is available to you instantly by

recognizing and utilizing the powerful tool that is direct mail.  Direct mail refers to all
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written material used to communicate with prospects and clients, including sales letters,

e-mail, brochures and proposals.

It sometimes costs $100 or more to make a cold sales call.  Many cold calls take

weeks or months to set up.  Yet it can cost you less than 50 cents to contact your target

market through the mail.

And when people call cold or visit cold, they re introducing an idea for the first

time.  It has to settle in.  It has to be embraced.  There are a lot of negative issues you

have to overcome, including the resistance of secretaries or voice mail.  When you make

that the job of the sales letter, it lays the groundwork for you.

When you get the letter in the hands of the intended recipient, they ve got the

complete message, from beginning to end.  Every question is answered, every issue

addressed, every problem solved, every reservation overcome, every application made

and every call to action expressed.

Even the envelope carrying your sales letter can be a selling tool.  It can be very

businesslike, with just a name, address, city, and state; or it can be more personal, with a

personalized-looking message on the outside of the envelope.

Sales letters are the most powerful prelude to telephone marketing efforts.

Sending a sales letter ahead of a phone call can increase the effectiveness of the call itself

by 1000%.

When a letter precedes the call, you are not calling cold.  Your prospect has

already been pre-sold on your product or service.

When Senator Robert A. Taft announced for the presidency in 1952, Walter

Weintz created an elaborate series of test mailings for the campaign.  To these he added a
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revolutionary element:  a request for money.  Not only would a dollar or two coming in

indicate the winning test, it was like betting on a horse.  Put money on a horse, Walter

reasoned, and you ll do everything in your power to make sure that horse wins.  In this

case, you ll not only vote, but persuade your friends and family to do likewise.

Weintz went on to use this technique for dozens of candidates.  It changed

American politics forever.

MORE TO COME

These are just some of the key success and income increasing strategies you will

be learning.  We ll delve into these and other strategies in great detail. And you ll learn

how to apply all the strategies to successfully selling on the Internet. But again, don t

limit their power and effectiveness by looking at any of them as individual concepts.

When combined together these strategies will produce exponential growth in income,

results and success.

You re about to begin a wonderful journey.  Embrace these strategies, apply them

with diligence and your final destination will be financial security, influence, recognition,

and much deserved success.
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1

IS YOUR
BUSINESS
STUCK?

I’m going to share an extraordinary statistic with you: Accord-
ing to my research, 95 percent of all small- and medium-sized
businesses and start-ups do not reach their goals. A whopping
95 percent!

That’s an awful lot of failure stories. Why? Because most
businesses do not have a plan firmly based on four essential
factors: product, market, migration, and marketing.

Most businesses lack a concrete, clear picture of where the
business is supposed to go. Most business owners simply fail to
examine their current projections. They don’t ask the “What
if?” kinds of questions that lead to staggering success.

They also don’t have a copy of The Sticking Point Solu-
tion. Here’s the good news: You do.

My approach will help you avoid this rut. When your com-
pany incorporates my strategy, you’ll sit down annually to cre-
ate an integrated, detailed growth plan for the year. Your plan
will be broken down backward by product, by market, by
marketing, by source, by type of buyer, by month, and some-
times even by week. You’ll create strategies that are ready to be
invoked right away. You’ll monitor and measure the perfor-
mance of each new strategy every two weeks, if not more often,
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and when you see deviation down or up, you’ll respond pro-
actively and immediately, instead of waiting for things to get
out of hand.

You’ll learn where to get the biggest impact. You’ll know
what to do, and how to execute on your strategies and tactics.
You’ll maximize the profitability of your business by replac-
ing unrewarding activities with new concepts you can test
right away.

If the deviation is up, you’ll be ready to do more in that area.
If it’s down, you’ll adjust by replacing activities, fine-tuning
your approach, or adding new lines of attack. This book will
give you the guidance you need to make this approach to plan-
ning a reality for your business.

What does it feel like to be stuck? It means you’re stressed.
You’re uncertain. You’re frustrated. Days go by, and not much
happens. You spend an enormous amount of time grappling
with unpleasant issues like cash flow or meeting the payroll. It
feels like you’re hanging from a cliff by your fingernails. You’d
like to spend time working on “upside-leverageable” activities,
but you aren’t sure what the most intelligent steps to take
might be. Or if you have some ideas, you aren’t sure where to
begin or how to execute those ideas. And even if you do know,
there are so many daily crises demanding your attention that
it’s almost impossible to divert energy to strategic projects
that could take you to the next level, extricating you from the
mental miasma you’re trapped in. Profits dry up. Ads don’t
sell. Prospects don’t convert. Margins start dropping. The pic-
ture is bleak.

The adage “Grow or die” applies to everything—including
the life force of businesses. A business must constantly grow.
You can’t merely be content to survive; you must commit to
thriving. In the following pages, I’ll show you what to do first,
what to do second, and what to do after that—the how to,
where to, and why to, so you don’t feel as though you’ve been
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left stranded with “big-picture” ideas that don’t result in a spe-
cific plan of action.

You often hear people say that a house is the ultimate in-
vestment that most individuals ever make. In reality, however,
it is your business where you invest, commit, and spend as
much as 80 percent of your waking hours. It is also where your
emotions should be invested. It is where your passion should
be channeled. It is where your wealth and asset value should be
created and meaningfully multiplied. And yet, most entrepre-
neurs really don’t see it that way.

When you invest energy, time, and money in your business,
you are creating not just income but real wealth. Why? Be-
cause you can sell your business for anywhere from five to fif-
teen times earnings, depending on your field. Nothing else can
possibly touch that level of return. And by relieving yourself
of all the stress you feel, you’ll be loved even more by your
family, too!

In my opinion, you not only deserve the maximum current
and future payout from your business; you should expect it, in
both tangible and intangible forms. You deserve more success,
a constantly expanding income, total certainty, a high net worth,
and all the perks of success. Yes, I’m referring to financial
wealth here, but that brings with it satisfaction, gratification,
lower stress, fulfillment, the lifestyle you desire, and connectiv-
ity with the people you love.

One reason businesspeople become stuck is that they have
no passion for what they’re doing and for whom they’re do-
ing it. Whether they have lost their passion or never had it in
the first place, they all too often focus on the wrong things.
They have lost track of the game they are playing, or maybe
they never understood the rules to begin with. They feel
impotent—unable to change their business, or their lives.
Turning on and turning up the passion leads to the kind of suc-
cess described above. I’ll show you how.

THE STICKING POINT SOLUTION 13



Most people in bad times cut corners in the most treacher-
ous way imaginable—by downsizing human or intellectual
capital, the real asset of most businesses today. That is a mis-
take. You can find no greater upside-leveraging tools than the
energy, passion, intelligence, connections, and entrepreneurial
spirit of the human beings you surround yourself with. As
we’ll see in Chapter 10 of this book, the “I can do it myself!”
mentality may work for your 6-year-old, but it doesn’t work in
the “sticky” business world of the twenty-first century.

Ironically, the more stuck people feel, the more attached
they become to the status quo and the approaches they are cur-
rently taking, despite the lackluster results they are receiving
from those efforts. But if ever there was an important time to
test changes in the way you think about and do business right
now, it’s during a tough economic downturn. You might safely
and conservatively test one new approach to selling, market-
ing, or advertising, and then discover that a second approach
makes things 20 percent better. But don’t stop there—the third
approach might make things 40 percent better!

You could also stop at 40 percent, but why? If your industry
is dropping 30 percent, you’d still be ahead—but why would
you stop? You’re bucking the downward trend of your industry.
You’re making more money, so why rest on your laurels? I’ve
seen changes in a test approach increase business performance
as much as twenty-one times—that’s 2,100 percent better! And
yet, most businesses that are fortunate enough to achieve an ad-
ditional level of success get stuck because they settle for that in-
cremental growth. They think better is enough—but better is
never enough. As long as you’re putting in the same amount of
effort and time, as long as you’re facing the same opportunity
costs, the same prospect walking in the door could be worth
333 percent more business. So why settle for just 33 percent?

This is where all that upside leverage I’ve been talking
about comes into play. Even in a crisis economy where your
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competitors are closing their doors, you can thrive. You’re still
growing, despite all the doom and gloom in the financial news.
How does that sound?

If it sounds good, read on.

THE NINE STICKING POINTS THAT ARE
GETTING IN THE WAY OF YOUR SUCCESS

This book was written to unstick your business. So to make
my message more clear and digestible, I’ve broken it down into
what I call “sticking points.”

I have identified for you the nine major areas in which
businesses get stuck, in good times and bad, and to each of
these subjects I’ve devoted a chapter in this book. Every chap-
ter will show you what the common pitfalls, traps, and mis-
steps are at that particular sticking point. More important, I’ll
offer you specific solutions that you can implement today in
your business so that you can achieve the enjoyable and even
enviable growth that you deserve. I’ll then show you how to
have a field day capitalizing on the negative environment in the
business world that exists right now. I’ll show you how to im-
plement everything you’ve learned.

So let’s take a look at the nine sticking points. This is just
an overview—you’ll get specific solutions and ideas in subse-
quent chapters.

Some Businesses Are Stuck Losing Out to the Competition

If your competition is making gains on you, it doesn’t necessar-
ily mean they offer a better product or service. They’re proba-
bly simply taking a wiser approach to positioning, marketing,
and selling. It may also mean that your approach isn’t working.

Each of these domains requires constant innovation, and
yet most businesses fail to engineer a continuous flow of break-
throughs in marketing, strategy, innovation, and management.
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The result? In the famous words of Peter Drucker: “Since these
business owners are not constantly working to obsolesce them-
selves, they can rest assured that their competitors are.” You
can’t bring about these breakthroughs unless you understand
and identify what your business is doing now in each of these
categories. But innovating in your business is surprisingly easy,
as we’ll see in Chapter 2.

In that chapter, we’ll consider what it means to innovate in
a business and the many wonderful ways to do it that are
available to you. We’ll explore the difference between opti-
mization and innovation, and consider how few businesses en-
gage in authentically innovative tactics. When business shifts
either up or down, individuals and companies typically take
one of two actions: They do either more of the same thing or
less of the same thing. But their activities are all tied to doing
the same thing, as opposed to doing something different or
better, something more profitable, impactful, productive, expe-
dient, and preemptive.

How do you engineer breakthroughs? How do you take
controlled risks? How do you look outside your own industry
for breakthroughs that can be applied to your business? When
you’ve got answers to these questions, you’ll no longer be stuck
losing out to the competition. At the end of Chapter 2, you’ll be
on the path to going and growing, prospering and dominating.

Some Businesses Are Stuck Not Selling Enough

How do you change the game so that you’re selling to more
people, selling more things more often, and closing more sales
faster and more easily? In Chapter 3, I’ll introduce you to what
I call the Indiana Jones School of Business—and you’ll see
how. It’s all about changing the game, from one that cannot be
won to a different game where you alone know how to win
with consistency, ease, and great pleasure—in terms of both
the process and the bottom-line results you achieve.
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There are multiple elements of your business that can be
changed for the better. First, we’ll talk about how to change
the way your sales force sells, which involves training all your
salespeople in consultative selling techniques. Then we’ll take a
look at your advertising, which may be dry, tactical (rather
than strategic), and ineffective. We’ll talk in detail about how
changing something as seemingly simple as the headlines in
your advertising can bring an avalanche of new business to
your doorstep.

We’ll also look at changing your online presence—ever im-
portant in today’s super-connected world. Do you have a web-
site? Is it attracting the kind of business you want? If not, it’s
time to change it.

There are plenty of other areas in your business where
change can be extremely healthy and beneficial—the way you
leverage, for example, or your business’s overarching message.
We’ll go over all of these, as well as the ways that innovation
can help keep you far from deficits and cash-flow problems.

When you graduate from my Indiana Jones School of Busi-
ness at the end of Chapter 3, you will have mastered preemp-
tive selling, the unique selling proposition, the strategy of
preeminence, and consultative selling—tools of the trade that
will ensure you’ll never be stuck not selling enough again.
Change the game, change your sales strategy and tactics—and
guess what? Your results will change. Very, very quickly.

Some Businesses Are Stuck with Erratic Business Volume

Erratic, unpredictable business volume occurs when a business
fails to be strategic, systematic, and analytical. In Chapter 4,
I’ll share with you the concept of creating a successful migra-
tion strategy for advancing and enhancing relationships with
buyers, as well as referrers and endorsers.

Let’s define our terms. A migration strategy involves target-
ing the best quality and quantity of prospects, getting them
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interested in your proposition, making them a proposal they
can’t refuse, selling them, and continuously reselling them. You
are “migrating” them into, through, and up your sales system.
The strategy begins with creating an integrated system to start
relationships with buyers and/or visitors to your business—
including such means as the phone, your website, your catalog,
your showroom technical support, product information re-
quests, or however else they are brought into your company.

This system may include free samples, inexpensive prod-
ucts, complimentary education material, no-cost consults or
assessments, and other means of forging a connection. It al-
lows you to see not only who your best clients are and how to
communicate with them, but also how to bring them “up and
over” from the category of “just looking” (suspects) to the cat-
egory of making small purchases (first-time sales), and finally
to the ultimate category of making big-ticket purchases on a
repeat basis (clients for life). I’ll share with you approaches
that have worked for the businesses I consult with—in some
cases, increasing their gross by a factor of 15 in a period of just
eighteen months. This outcome occurs more frequently than
you might imagine—and often the best climate for it is during
an economic downturn. My strategy is simply to get businesses
to demand maximum performance from anything they or their
teams do.

Some Businesses Are Stuck Failing to Strategize

If you were to keep a diary of all of your business activities for
a month, you might discover that 80 percent of those activities
are nonproductive and nonstrategic. Most entrepreneurs fail
to focus on strategizing, managing, and working on higher-
performing growth issues. They micro-manage but never
macro-manage. They just keep on spending time, money, and
human capital the way they have always spent them—with the
same lackluster results. They’re putting out day-to-day tactical
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fires—working harder and harder for the business, instead of
getting the business to work harder and harder for them.

In Chapter 5, I’ll help you take the term “strategy” from its
lofty perch as a buzzword that everybody mentions but few en-
trepreneurs truly understand or implement. I’ll discuss such
concepts as strategy versus tactics, effectiveness and efficiency,
true time management for businesspeople, and the “highest
and best use” theory. I’ll show you how to honestly, rapidly,
and stunningly multiply your effectiveness by looking at the
three to five most important and leverageable things your busi-
ness is paying you to do. We’ll break those tasks down into five
or six subprocesses and rank them in terms of proficiency, pas-
sion, and relevance to the ongoing and future success of
the business.

Some Businesses Are Stuck with Costs Eating Up All the Profits

Why do costs eat up profits for stagnating businesses?
First, most enterprises don’t measure the return on their

marketing investment, and even if they did, they’d find that
their current marketing strategy is a sinkhole. Second, they
look at cutting back the investment they make on sales and
marketing during tough times, just when they need to be bol-
stering those functions—provided they know how to make this
added investment pay off. And, third, they need to adjust their
measurement horizon in terms of their overall outlook in any
activity that they do, because if the business is declining, they
can’t operate. They need to switch to “triage” marketing, as I
call it. They don’t have a clue about what motivates the first-
time buyer or prospect, so they’re spending either too much or
too little.

When the economy starts to shift downward and businesses
stagnate or decline, most business owners and executives put
more money into marketing without measuring the return on
investment of the marketing investment they currently have in
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place. If you aren’t maximizing, you’re minimizing. Obviously,
doing more of what wasn’t working during good times won’t
get you through a recession! In Chapter 6, I’ll show you how
to analyze every activity you perform in terms of the basic,
critical question: If you put $1 in, what is it that you get in
return? And how much future profit do you generate? Every-
thing you do should be measured in terms of either an invest-
ment or a profit center, as opposed to just a cost expense.

How do you shorten your company’s planning and operat-
ing horizons (what the company should do for you in the short,
medium, and long terms) so that you ensure not just the growth
but the very survivability of your business? How do you get
out of the parity pricing predicament that bedevils businesses
such as fast-food chains? How do you command the extra
pricing premium that a Ritz-Carlton or a Tiffany’s can charge?
How do you ally with bigger companies, add products from
other companies, and develop access to products and tech-
nology without having to spend money and time, develop
footholds in new and international markets, and have R&D
performed for you for pennies on the dollar or for no cost at
all? These are the types of pivotal questions I’ll answer in
Chapter 6.

Some Businesses Are Stuck Still Doing What’s Not Working

Some entrepreneurs, business owners, and executives simply
can’t push themselves beyond the status quo. Most people in
business, no matter what their industry, have a highly pre-
dictable tendency to transact their business from a revenue-
generating stance similar to that of everyone else in the
industry. But it doesn’t have to be this way.

If you’re doing what everybody else is doing, you aren’t
differentiating yourself from the competition. You’re marginal-
izing and commoditizing yourself. In Chapter 7, we’ll talk
about how you can stop doing what’s not working, avoid sta-
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tus quo thinking, and get into the habit of testing, measuring,
and examining higher- and better-performing options, activi-
ties, and approaches. I’ll prepare you to move forward with
new, effective breakthrough solutions. These solutions, though
potentially driving forces, may be completely unused in your
field right now.

Some Businesses Are Stuck Being Marginalized by the Marketplace

The starting point for success is your own vision and image of
yourself and your business. If you think you’re a commodity, a
generic product, or a service like any other, then that’s what
you’ll be. It’s a self-fulfilling prophecy. You’ll do what everyone
else does: You’ll price the same way as everyone else, and
you’ll sell, market, communicate, deal with people, and relate
to clients the same way as everyone else. That’s akin to accept-
ing your own death sentence.

If you sell the same thing at the same price and in the same
way as everyone else, you must add value, or you will be mar-
ginalized by the marketplace. Value can take the form of more
bonuses, more benefits, a better guarantee, more access, or more
technical support. You’ve got to distinguish yourself, your
product, your company, and your business model in ways that
make you unlike anyone else—and, more specifically, in ways
that associate you with highly distinctive and desirable value.
If you do that, you will stand out favorably, and you’ll have re-
moved yourself from the world of commoditized companies.

In Chapter 8, I’ll show you how to be seen as preeminent,
preemptive, and proprietary. Every human being—including
every prospect and buyer, and certainly every businessperson—
has a perpetual need to feel special. Well, the same is true of
businesses: They need to appear special in the marketplace, or
they risk being swept away, marginalized, and turned into
commodities. Meeting this challenge involves making your
buyers feel special, valued, and respected. I’ll show you how.
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Some Businesses Are Stuck with Mediocre Marketing

Most entrepreneurs fail to understand that the difference be-
tween mediocrity and making millions has more to do with ef-
fective marketing than with any other single factor. In Chapter
9, we’ll talk about what can happen when you learn to capital-
ize on marketing’s geometric capability to explode your busi-
ness upward. My definition of marketing is simple: It’s all about
“teaching” the folks in a given marketplace that your particu-
lar business can solve their problems, fill their voids, or achieve
opportunities, hopes, and goals the way no other business can.
Your consumers and prospects may never even have verbalized
these problems. Yet if your business can get the chance to power-
fully communicate about its ability to do these things, it will
experience outstanding growth.

Marketing is the bedrock of virtually every enduring domi-
nant business in every field. You must be a superior marketer.
The good news is that great marketers are made, not born.
Learning how to market efficiently, powerfully, and profitably
is a simple and surprisingly logical process, despite all the com-
plexity that many authors and so-called experts have brought
to the table.

If you’re willing to shoot for the moon and the stars and
trust me to guide you, we’ll get there. In Chapter 9, you’ll find
out how to achieve a true 20/20 vision and a laser-like cutting-
edge focus in marketing that will make your business sky-
rocket. Our emphasis in that chapter is on what you’ll do, not
just on what you’ll understand.

Some Businesses Are Stuck Saying “I Can Do It Myself!”

It’s appropriate for a child to say, “I can do it myself!” When
tying their shoes, buckling a seat belt, or shooting a basket,
children need to be encouraged to learn to fend for themselves.
But in the business world, the notion of “I can do it myself!”
leads far more often to heartache and failure than to success.
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In Chapter 10, I’ll show you how to create enormous new vis-
tas of wealth and success for yourself and your business by let-
ting go of the childlike mantra “I can do it myself!” This belief
severely limits what you can do; it also limits your knowledge
base, your skill level, and your earnings. You may think you
can’t afford to delegate. But in fact, you can’t afford not to.

What can you do through other people that you can’t do
by yourself? At heart, entrepreneurism is all about leveraging
people, skill sets, assets, capital, and efforts. In Chapter 10, I’ll
teach you the art of leveraging the talents of others in such a
way that your collaborative efforts will dwarf any success you
might have achieved on your own, no matter how talented
you may be. I’ll show you how to create your own board of
advisors—what Napoleon Hill called the “Mastermind Group.”
I’ll show you how to take advantage of OPE (other people’s ef-
forts), OPI (other people’s ideas), OPS/K (other people’s skill
and knowledge), and OPRR (other people’s resources and rela-
tionships). As a result, more of what used to be OPM—other
people’s money—will be your money.

TODAY’S JOURNEY TOWARD AN UNSTUCK TOMORROW

What’s it like to be unstuck? What’s it like to be no longer
plagued by the nine variations on the theme of stuckness that
this book will confront?

To answer that question, think about the most exhilarating
experiences of your life—your wedding day, the days on which
your children were born, the touchdown you scored for your
high school or college team. That’s the level of excitement, joy,
and exhilaration you can experience every working day. This
sounds like a huge promise, so let me show you why I say that.

First, you’ll be in total control of your destiny. You’ll avoid
being snuffed out by a negative economy or by your competi-
tion. You’ll be ignited, because hard times are only more reason
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for you to soar above everyone else. You’ll know with pre-
dictability what tomorrow will bring. Your business will be
working harder for you than you’re working for it. You’ll have
multiple activities strategically performing for you by sourcing
new revenue, new buyers, and new prospects and migrating
them through a systematic, sequential process forever. You’ll
have systems in place, where applicable, that will bring in in-
numerable high-quality referrals as well as the highest purchas-
ing and most profitable people your business could have. And,
finally, you’ll be building your business in such a way that it
becomes a prized asset sellable by anyone in the world, be-
cause it’s got systems in place, processes, predictability, prof-
itability, and sustainability.

The iconic model of the entrepreneur in the twentieth cen-
tury was the self-made man or woman going it alone. But suc-
cess in the twenty-first-century business environment requires
the ability to collaborate creatively with others. No one can
know everything or have every single piece of the puzzle. Con-
tinuing to think that such things are possible is selfish, for three
reasons. First, if you have a great product, service, or company,
you’ve earned the right to be a contributor to your market-
place, and your success will only be a by-product of that contri-
bution. Second, whether you are an entrepreneur or a corporate
executive, your family is looking to you to make your business
and your career as fulfilling, unstressful, and asset-accruing
and -enriching as it can be for you and them. And, third, you
owe it to your employees, investors, and other stakeholders to
make your business as profitable, sustainable, and desirable a
choice in the consumer’s mind as it can be.

Getting unstuck is about choosing the fastest and easiest
ways to make a difference, so that you create more wins for
yourself. Doing so will animate your spirit, your sense of possi-
bility—and your treasury!
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It is the certainty of knowing you have a systematic ap-
proach in place that is continuously attracting new people
(whether prospects or buyers, depending on your business
model), and turning them from first-time buyers into ongoing,
recurring clients and clients for life, that allows you to con-
stantly improve and expand your revenue and business model.
You are operating out of your passion to an exponential degree.
You are getting the most upside leverage performance and con-
nectivity, now and in the future, out of everything you are doing.
You are totally strategic. You know the exact impact, cost, and
cause and effect of everything you are doing. You are well-
hedged because you have multiple sources of income. You have
built a massively strong edifice with an impervious and impene-
trable foundation. You are constantly counter-programming
everyone else, so that you are distinctive and differentiated.
Within your niche market, you are seen as the only viable solu-
tion. You understand and articulate the market’s needs, hopes,
dreams, and problems better than anyone else, and you offer
clear-cut solutions that your market will prize and desire exclu-
sively from you. You are in total control of what you are doing
and where you are going. You have a specific plan of action you
can diligently follow, master, and adjust—and you have an exit
strategy, whether this entails selling the business, turning it over
to the employees, or anything else. You have moved from uncer-
tainty to absolute certainty, from confusion to exhilarating joy.

Remember the Tin Man in The Wizard of Oz? A little bit
of oil, applied judiciously in the right places, got him moving
again. He didn’t have to go back to the shop in order to con-
tinue traveling down the yellow brick road—he just needed
those few drops of oil, applied with care exactly where they
were needed.

That’s what this book is about—showing you how to
go, how to grow, and how to maximize the enjoyment and
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profitability of the business upon which you have already lav-
ished so much time, care, and attention.

Each chapter offers dozens of proven ideas about how to
get unstuck, and I candidly acknowledge that the wealth of
concepts I’ll share with you can prove overwhelming. So in ad-
dition to chapter summaries reiterating the key points I’ve
made, I’ll conclude each subsequent chapter with a specific ac-
tion step to be taken right now—what I call an “Immediate
Action Step.”

Ready for the nine sticking points?
Prepare yourself to be unstuck.
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